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Connections between response modes in a horizontally driven granular material
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The behavior of a horizontally vibrated quasi-two-dimensional granular system is observed over a wide
range of time scales by mapping the velocity fields at the boundary by using high-speed video and decompos-
ing the behavior of the system into the harmonic, subharmonic, and convective responses. The observed
relationships between these responses, as well as the fast shearing and the gap that opens between the material
and the sidewalls, lead to a refinement of the current convection model, and also reveal that shearing is
completely accounted for by the harmonic response. We find that internal degrees of freedom are always
significant under horizontal vibration, as the specific boundary conditions~open surface and horizontal driving!
give rise to a surface layer whose motion is decoupled by a narrow shear band from that of the bulk. All
observed responses are related to this shear band. For example, the specific shape of the shear band gives rise
to the surprising presence of period doubling and period quadrupling. As compared to the case of vertical
excitation, all the observed responses now arise through new mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under external excitation, a granular material can mim
the behavior of solids, liquids or gases, never behaving
actly like any of these phases of matter@1–15#. In addition,
their jamming property links them to other disordered s
tems, e.g., glasses, spin glasses, or traffic@1,16–19#. This
rich dynamics arises from a remarkably simple physics. Y
its theoretical description is still incomplete, due to seve
factors. The macroscopic nature of the interactions betw
grains ~collisions, rubbing! necessarily leads to dissipatio
as the kinetic energy is transferred to the many degree
freedom internal to the individual particles. Another comp
cating property of granular materials is less obvious: it h
been found that in granular systems there is no clear sep
tion of the relevant microscopic and macroscopic len
scales@1,20#. The macroscopic variables, e.g., density
mean velocity, can change significantly over distances
only several particle diameters, rendering the statistical ‘‘m
croscopic ensemble’’ meaningless in these systems. In a
tion, the role of boundary conditions in experiment, and th
application to theoretical calculations are poorly understo
All these problems notwithstanding, there has been a lo
effort put into formulating the theory of granular hydrod
namics, i.e., into describing the granular flow through a s
tem of uniform and local partial differential equations@21–
23#. This is a very challenging task, as even the possibility
achieving this appealing goal is yet uncertain, given rec
evidence that granular materials are intrinsically nonlo
and history dependent@24#.

Studying a horizontally vibrated system provides an o
portunity to shed light on some of these issues, most nota
on the role of boundary conditions. Horizontal vibratio
produce shear stresses at the free surface, and compress
the vertical side boundaries. This contrasts with the ext
sively studied case of vertical vibrations, where there is co
pression at the free surface, and shearing at the vertical w
How do these differences affect the behavior of the syste
In deep vertically vibrated systems, frictional shearing at
1063-651X/2002/65~2!/021305~12!/$20.00 65 0213
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vertical boundaries drives the convection@4,25,26#. Under
horizontal vibrations, convection is also driven by~gravity-
induced! shear stresses that cause avalanching down the
walls @27,28#. Further, under both kinds of excitation, th
fluidization is initiated at the top free boundary, even thou
the type of stress differs@28–30#. When is the response de
termined by the type of stress~shear versus compression!
and when by the type of boundary~open versus closed!?

In addition to altering the boundary conditions, horizon
shaking introduces another change from vertical excitation
restores the symmetry of excitation,x→2x; t→t2T/2. The
symmetry breaking due to gravity was found to be at the r
of many of the responses studied in vertically vibrated s
tems. What is the observed response in a system with a
stored symmetry? Interestingly, all the observed respon
have been seen in vertically shaken systems, but now
arise through essentially different mechanisms. A striking
ample is the presence of a stable period-doubling respo
despite the negative theoretical prediction@31#.

Another advantage of the present work is the wide ran
of time scales over which the system is studied. Most of
work done on horizontally excited systems has been limi
to understanding a particular response mode, e.g., conve
@3,13,27,28#, fluidization@30#, and other modes@31–36#. We
take a different approach, studying several responses o
system on the time scales ranging from 0.1 to 20 oscillat
periods. This enabled us to go beyond understanding i
vidual responses and to discover important connections
tween them, most notably, the presence of a surface laye
all timescales.

These complex connections, as well as the individual
sponses and other results are described and discusse
Secs. III and IV, and summarized in the conclusions~Sec. V!.
We begin by describing the gap that opens periodically at
side walls, due to the lagging response of the material~Sec.
III A !. Further, we decompose the system response into c
ponents at the frequency of excitation and its subharmon
and at zero frequency~convective flow!. These responses, a
well as the shearing caused by inertial forces at the top
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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M. MEDVED PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021305
surface, are described in Secs. III B–III E. For both conv
tive and harmonic response, as well as for shearing, we
serve a surface layer in which the behavior of the mate
differs from that in the bulk~Sec. III F!. Section IV discusses
the properties of the surface layer~Sec. IV A!, the relation of
the gap to responses in the system~Sec. IV B!, and also all
the observed responses, including their connection to sh
ing ~Sec. IV C–E!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA PROCESSING

A. Experimental setup

A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. T
apparatus consists of a rectangular container filled w
poppy seeds. The sample container was constructed
acrylic, specially coated to prevent electrostatic buildup, w
dimensions of lengthL5200 mm, heightH5150 mm, and
width W525 mm. The poppy seeds are kidney shaped, w
an average diameter ofd50.8 mm. Their matte surface an
irregular shape facilitate visualization and prevent crysta
zation along the walls, while their nonabrasiveness prote
the antistatic coating on the container. Unless otherw
specified, the data described in this paper pertain to a
level h0533 mm, i.e., an aspect ratio of 0.17. The relative
small width of the system~'35d for poppy seeds! ensures
that there are no significant variations in behavior across
cell. The lateral convection, previously described by Ten
koon, Kondic, and Behringer@28# is negligible, due to low-
friction boundary conditions. During the experiments t
container was kept under vacuum (p,1 Torr), in order to
exclude the effects of any interparticle fluid. The contain
was mounted to a massive steel sled that was constraine
precise horizontal motion by two pairs of Teflon® guides.
This construction eliminated any gap between the sled

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. An electromagn
shaker, controlled by a frequency generator, vibrates a sled to w
a rectangular container is attached. The granular material inside
container is kept under vacuum. A high-speed CCD camera is u
to record the motion of the particles. These data are later anal
by a computer. The inset shows the photogate, consisting of a
source and a photodiode, positioned at the edge of the side
The photogate is used to measure the duration of the gap that o
between the material and the side wall.
02130
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the guides, and the 1 cm thickness of the sled did not al
any buckling that might lead to a resonance. The system
driven by a Vibration Testing Systems electromagne
shaker. We describe the motion of the container byxcont(t)
5A0 cos(vt1c0), whereA0 is the amplitude of the containe
motion,v52p f , wheref is the frequency of the excitation
and c0 is chosen such that phasec5vt1c0 is zero when
the side wall is at the maximum elongation in the directi
away from the granular material. Any residual vertical m
tion of the container was determined optically to be at
same frequency and in phase with the driving of the syst
with an amplitude of<2% of that of the horizontal motion
The acceleration in the horizontal direction was measu
using a PCB Piezotronics accelerometer. With this system
were able to reach accelerations ofG510, where G
5A0v2/g is the peak acceleration, normalized byg
59.8 m/s2, the Earth’s acceleration. The frequency range
plored was 8–100 Hz. The end points of this interval we
determined by experimental constraints. Below 8 Hz,
shaker could not produce an amplitudeA0 large enough to
excite the system significantly. Above 100 Hz, the respo
of the material was too weak to be resolved. The mobili
tion of friction between the sled and the Teflon® guides
caused a small discontinuity at the extremes of the accel
tion trace, typically about 10% of the peak acceleration
G53. In addition, the accelerometer could detect the imp
of the granular material at the container wall. These featu
caused the appearance of higher harmonics, but within
measured frequency range, no other resonances were
served in the accelerometer response.

To measure the motion of the grains in the container,
ing either Kodak EktaPro or MotionCorder high-speed CC
cameras, we collect images at the rate of 1000 frames
second, or 30 frames per cycle atf 533 Hz. We choose ten
evenly spaced frames per oscillation cycle and quantify
motion by calculating displacement or, equivalently, t
average-velocity fields, for the time interval lapsed betwe
a pair of frames. The algorithm for calculating the veloc
fields is described below, in Sec. II B. This imaging tec
nique allowed tracking of particles on the front or back wa
of the container. To obtain the velocity fields, we process
data taken over 20 oscillation cycles. After calculating t
depth profiles of various physical quantities characteriz
the responses, e.g., the convection velocity or the amplit
of harmonic response, we track their dependence onG andf.
The depth profiles were taken at a distance of 0.2L away
from side walls. This distance was chosen because it is in
region where the convective motion of the material is ho
zontal, hence easy to quantify. In order to obtain satisfact
spatial resolution, only a portion of the visible surface of t
material could be included in the field of view at any give
time. With large filling heights and small diameter grains, w
combined the data from two such fields, positioned o
above the other, in order to obtain full height information.
addition, on long time scales the motion of the grains, i
the convection pattern, was observed over periods of up
1000 cycles using a strobed flash that was phase locke
the driving frequency.
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RESPONSE MODES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021305
At the vertical side boundary of the system, a gap op
between the material and the vertical wall during a fract
of each cycle, due to the lagging response of the material.
observe this gap using a video camera to determine its w
and maximum depthdg . In order to measure its durationtg ,
we mounted a photogate at the edge of the side wall of
container. When the gap is closed, no light can pass thro
to the photodiode, and when the gap opens, light pa
through. The signal from the photogate was captured b
Pentium II computer using a National Instruments A/D ca
and Labview software. Up to 200 cycles were captured i
single measurement, with a typical time resolution
0.001T.

B. Video processing algorithm

The video processing algorithm is illustrated in Fig.
After taking a high-speed movie, we track the motion
grains between two frames,Fi ~Fig. 2a! and F f ~Fig. 2b!,
captured at timest and t1Dt, respectively. Over timeDt, a
3d33d rectangular areaI i , originating at ~x,y! in Fi , is
displaced by (Dxd ,Dyd). This displacement can be found b
comparing I i to different 3d33d areasI f , originating at

FIG. 2. The illustration of the image processing algorithm~a! Fi

is an image of the system taken at timet. I i is a rectangular area in
Fi , of given dimensions and originating at~x,y!. The grains con-
tained in I i form a cluster whose motion we track.~b! F f is an
image of the system taken at timet1Dt. Over the time intervalDt,
the cluster contained inI i is displaced by (Dxd ,Dyd). I f is a rect-
angular area inF f of the same size asI i , originating in (x1Dx,y
1Dy), where (Dx,Dy) is varied. The similarity ofI i and I f for
various (Dx,Dy) is quantified by functionC(Dx,Dy,Dt), defined
in Eq. ~1!. When (Dx,Dy)5(Dxd ,Dyd), C(Dx,Dy,Dt) has a
sharp minimum. The mean velocity of the grains overDt is
(^vx&,^vy&)5(Dxd ,Dyd)/Dt.
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(x1Dx,y1Dy) in F f , where (Dx,Dy) is varied. We evalu-
ate how similarI i and I f are by calculatingC(Dx,Dy,Dt),

C~Dx,Dy,Dt !5^~ I i2I f !
2&/~^I i&^I f&!. ~1!

We choose this function rather than the more usual corr
tion function ^I 1I f&/(^I i&^I f&) because we obtain a bette
signal-to-noise ratio. For random packing, only f
(Dx,Dy)5(Dxd ,Dyd), I i and I f are almost identical and
C(Dxd ,Dyd ,Dt) has a sharp minimum. Thus we measur

^v&~x,y,t !5~^vx&,^vy&!5~Dxd ,Dyd!/Dt ~2!

as the velocity vector of the material at position~x,y!, at time
t. By choosing different values forDt, we can calculate the
mean velocity of the material on time scales ranging fro
0.1 to 20 oscillation periods.

By comparing 3d33d areas in framesFi and F f , this
computer algorithm effectively tracks particle clusters, rath
than particles themselves. Consequently, it allows the us
images of much lower resolution than would be needed fo
successful single particle-tracking algorithm. This sign
cantly speeds up data acquisition and processing relativ
conventional particle tracking, allowing a larger dynamic
range, and a larger field of view. This method is only app
cable to dense, laminar flows, in which the rearrangement
the particles are rare events. In rapid flows, which exist at
top and side boundaries of the system, the particle clus
rearrange rapidly.C(Dxd ,Dyd ,Dt) has multiple random
minima, and the algorithm fails, yielding large amplitud
random noise.

III. RESULTS

A. Gap

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the system at the side w
throughout an excitation cycle. During part of each cycle,
granular material is pushed by the side wall towards the c
ter of the container@Fig. 3~a!#. After the wall retracts, the
material lags behind it and a gap opens between them@Fig.
3~b!#. Initially, the gap opens uniformly in height, but soo
becomes wider near the top surface. After the container w
reverses its direction at the beginning of the following cyc
@Fig. 3~c!# the gap closes nonuniformly from the bottom u
@Fig. 3~d!#. The temporal sequence of events with respec
container motion is shown in Fig. 3~e!. The shaded areas i
@Fig. 3~e!# correspond to the intervals during which any pa
of the gap is open.

In Figure 3, the peak excitation accelerationG is suffi-
ciently large that the maximum depth of the gapdg is equal
to the full depth of the system, i.e., the gap is fully open.
lower G, dg is smaller,~as shown in Fig. 5!, and the gap
consists of an upper, wider region and a narrow tail, penet
ing deep into the material. This is more pronounced at low
frequencies, while at higherf there is progressively less dis
tinction between these two regions.

The maximum gap depth within a cycle,dg , is observed
optically by using a high-speed video camera. We definedg
with respect to the nominal fill levelh0 , rather than the
dynamically changing instantaneous surface level during
5-3
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M. MEDVED PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021305
FIG. 3. A snapshot of the vertical boundary at four differe
phases in the cycle:~a! just before the gap begins to open;~b! at full
extension of the gap;~c! when gap is partially closed;~d! just after
the gap closes fully;~e! The time-space diagram shows the positi
of the container wall,xcont, over two oscillation cycles. The gap i
open during the shaded time intervals. The letters on the diag
indicate moments in cycle at which the corresponding snaps
were taken. The images were taken atG53.4.

FIG. 4. The dependence of maximum gap depthdg on G. The
data taken at 8 Hz~d!, 15 Hz ~h!, 25 Hz ~m!, 33 Hz ~L! and 50
Hz ~* ! overlap, indicating no frequency dependence. The grad
increase has an onset atG'0.5. The sharp jump atGg brings dg

equal to the full filling heighth0541d. The size of the symbols
corresponds to the error bars of the measurement.
02130
bration. Its dependence onG is shown in Fig. 4. One can
clearly distinguish two regimes. For smallG, the gap opens
at an onset acceleration amplitudeG'0.5. In this regime,dg
grows steadily untilGg , where it suddenly jumps to the ful
depth of the container, indicated by the dashed line ath0
541d. BeyondGg we identify the second regime, in whic
the gap extends to the bottom of the container and rem
constant with increasingG. Data, taken at frequencies be
tween 8 and 50 Hz, overlap, indicating no frequency dep
dence in this range.

Figure 5 is a long-exposure photograph of the verti
boundary of the system, taken atG52, f 520 Hz, andh0
550 mm, under a phase-locked strobed light, at the phas
oscillation at which the gap reaches the maximum depth.
blurring in the upper region is a result of the convecti
motion of the grains. The sharp lower part of the ima
corresponds to the nonconvecting region, in which there
no relative grain motion. The maximum depth of the gapdg
coincides with the depth of the transition between convect
and nonconvecting region—it equals the convection fluidi
tion depth in the system.

As the gap closes from the bottom up, we definetg as the
interval during which the gap is openat the height of mea-
surement~Fig. 6!. It is measured 20–25 mm above the co
tainer bottom, where period doubling in the material w
most pronounced.tg grows nonlinearly withG and under-
goes a period doubling bifurcation atG853.7, and a period
quadrupling bifurcation atG955.9. Figure 6 shows the av

t

m
ts

al

FIG. 5. A many-cycle superposition photograph of the verti
boundary of the system, taken atG52, f 520 Hz and h0

550 mm. The images were taken at the phase of oscillation
which the gap is at maximum depth, denoted bydg . The blurring in
the upper region results from convecting particles, while the sh
lower portion of the image indicates zero convective motion.
5-4
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RESPONSE MODES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021305
erage values fortg in these regimes. The highest branch
tg on Fig. 6 grows larger than 1 atG56, indicating gap
duration longer than a full oscillation period. The low valu
of tg below G52.5 could not be measured reliably. Whi
period doubling is very stable, the period quadrupling w
maintained during only 30–50 % of the observation time.
found no evidence of hysteresis at the period doubling bi
cation, and only a weak frequency dependence ofG8. Over
the 18–50 Hz frequency range,G8 increases by only 20%
from 3.5 to 4.2.

B. Convection

Convection, the long-range transport of the mate
throughout the container, is the slowest mode in the syst
The detailed dependence of the convection pattern, i.e
the shape and number of the convection rolls, on the bou
ary conditions is described elsewhere@13#. In the given
setup, the convection is conducted in two symmetrically
sitioned quasi-2D convection rolls~Fig. 7!, with the direction
such that transport of the material is downward at the w
and upward in the center of the container. At lowG, the
fluidization of the system is only as deep as the gap depthdg
~Fig. 5! and the rolls exist only abovedg . Once the materia
is fully fluidized and the rolls reach the bottom of the co
tainer, their shape does not evolve with increasingG @13#.

Figures 8~b!, ~c!, and ~e! show the velocity fields on the
front surface of the system, in the region outlined in F
8~a!. The velocity fields are measured as explained in S
II B, on varying time scales, i.e., averaged over a vary
time intervalDt. These fields differ greatly in intensity an
shape. In particular, Fig. 8~b! shows the convection velocit
field, in which a convection roll is easily distinguishable.

We quantify convection by calculating the depth profile
its velocity field, at distance 0.2L @dashed line in Fig. 8~b!#
away from the wall, where it is mainly horizontal. We trac
the motion of the particles over four cycles, with time res
lution of T/10. The horizontal motion is fit to a harmon
function of time, with a linear term accounting for horizont
convective velocityvx . From this depth profile, shown in

FIG. 6. The dependence of gap durationtg on G. tg undergoes
a period-doubling bifurcation atG853.7, and a period-quadruplin
bifurcation atG955.9.
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Fig. 9~a! ~solid line! for f 533 Hz andG52.9, one can dis-
tinguish two regions: The bulk of the material convec
slowly away from the side wall, with an approximately co
stant negative velocity. Above it one observes a surface la
convecting toward the side wall~positive velocities!. Be-
tween the bulk and the surface layer, there is a crosso
region in whichvx sharply decreases with depth. The dash
line on Fig. 9~a! represents2]vx /]D, whose maximum ab-
solute value determines the depth of the crossover region
the characteristic depth for convectionDc . Its dependence
on G is shown on Fig. 10~triangles!. It grows with G up to
G53, and then levels off to a constant value of'16d.

C. Harmonic response

The driving at frequencyf produces a response at th
same frequency. We track the motion of the grains on
front surface over four cycles and on the time scale ofT/10.
Below G54.5, outside of a narrow boundary zone at the s
walls of the cell, the motion of the grains is approximate
sinusoidal, with a well-defined amplitude and phase. Abo
G54.5 there is a strong subharmonic component at half
excitation frequency, superimposed on the harmonic
sponse. Using the image processing software, we can s
rate the two harmonics, fitting the motion of the grains fi
to a harmonic response~with convection accounted for by
term linear in time! and then fitting the residual response
the half-frequency harmonic.

The harmonic behavior can be seen in Fig. 11. Fig
11~a! shows the time and height dependences of the horiz
tal position of a particle, at the distance 0.2L away from the
side wall, atf 533 Hz andG54.5. The vertical axis corre
sponds to the height above the container bottom, while
horizontal axis shows time, in oscillation periodsT. The x
coordinate of the particle is shown on a brightness scale:
bright regions correspond to positive displacements aro
the mean value~in the direction toward the side wall!, while
the dark regions correspond to negative ones. In Fig. 11~b!,
the time dependence of a particle’s position at three differ
heights above the bottom is isolated. The vertical scale
Fig. 11~b! measures the horizontal displacement of the p
ticles around the mean value, denoted by the dashed hori
tal lines. These lines are offset to indicate the heights

FIG. 7. A many-cycle superposition photograph of the fro
container wall reveals two symmetrically positioned convect
rolls. A phase-locked strobe light is used so that each frame is ta
at the same phase in the cycle. The streaking is due to the motio
the tracer particles~dark colored poppy seeds! mixed with the ma-
terial ~light colored poppy seeds!. The image is taken atG56 and
h0550 mm, and shows the entire system.
5-5
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FIG. 8. ~a! A sketch of the system. The dotted square outlines the region shown in~b!–~e!. After analyzing the particle motion recorde
by the high-speed CCD camera, we obtain the velocity fields at various time scales.~b! The convection velocity field, as measured over 20T,
is shown.~c! The velocity field at the time scale ofT/2, resulting from the harmonic response of the system, is shown.~d! The shear field
Q, as defined by Eq.~3! and calculated from velocity data obtained onT/10 time scale, is shown on a brightness scale, with bri
corresponding to high values ofQ; ~e! The period-doubling vector field, significant on time scales ofT, is shown. Note that, when observe
at different time scales, the velocity fields differ significantly in shape and intensity. The dashed vertical lines are positioned at the
0.2L away from the side wall, and mark the position at which the depth profiles of various physical quantities are taken.
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which the particle displacements were measured, in ac
dance with the height axis in Fig. 11~a!. From Figs. 11~a! and
~b! one can distinguish two regions in the material. In t
bulk, there is very pronounced horizontal harmonic mot
of the particles. Above the bulk, there is a surface layer
which the horizontal motion of the grains has a much sma
amplitude and a large phase lag with respect to the bulk.
slight slope in the time traces in Fig. 11~b! indicates convec-
tive motion. Note that convection is very slow, compared
the harmonic oscillations—one can observe it readily only
the surface layer where it is relatively strong, and the h
monic response is very weak. It is also possible to obse
the period-doubling contribution through the alternating h
and low amplitudes of motion in the surface layer.

Figures 11~c! and~d! show the analogous information fo
the vertical displacements of the particles. While there is
clear distinction between the bulk and a surface layer,
vertical motion is more pronounced near the surface. A
for vertical motion, the sinusoidal time dependence is a g
approximation near the surface, but not in the bulk. The
riod doubling is clearly seen in the surface layer time tra
There is no visible contribution due to convection.

The harmonic motion of the material is characterized
its amplitudeAh and phase offsetfh at every point, obtained
by fitting the horizontal position of a particle to a sinusoid
function of time~with a linear term accounting for convec
tion!. The depth profiles ofAh andfh at 0.2L away from the
side wall are shown on Figs. 9~b! ~solid line! and 9~c!, re-
spectively. The amplitude deep in the bulk is constant an
G,3 scales with the amplitude of the container motio
AboveG53, Ah does not change value with increasingG. In
a well-defined surface layer, the amplitude is much lowe
value. In the laboratory frame of reference, the surface la
appears almost motionless, while the bulk moves with a la
amplitude. The dashed line shows]Ah /]D, the depth gradi-
ent of Ah . Its peak locates the position of the region
growing Ah , which we call the characteristic depth for ha
monic motion,Dh . The dependence ofDh on G is shown in
Fig. 10~diamonds!. Dh grows withG up toG53, after which
it levels off to a constant value'16d. Note that itsG depen-
dence is the same as the dependence of the characte
depth for convection, defined above.

The depth profile of the phase of harmonic responsefh is
shown in Fig. 9~c!. It does not show sharp features at t
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crossover from the bulk to the surface region. Rather, it
mains approximately constant in the bulk, increasi
throughout the transition region, towards the surface la
The phase lag grows slowly with peak acceleration, and
higher for deeper beds. Ath0595 mm, we observed phas
lags of over 360°. The value offh deep in the bulk is exactly
zero for smallG, since the material is forced to track th
motion of the container. At higherG, however, the materia
slips on the smooth container bottom, which produces a
between it and the side wall, and an offset in the bulk ph
values. This offset value has been subtracted from thefh
profile shown in Fig. 9~c!.

D. Shear

When the side walls push the material in front of them
their motion towards the cell center, their action is only at t
boundary of the material. Because of inertia of the partic
strong shearing stresses form at the top free surface, an
material fails along a plane running at a constant depth
neath the surface. This creates a localized shear band, w
separates the strongly moving bulk of the material from
more stationary surface layer. Close to the side walls,
shear plane curves upwards, ending in the upper corner
the system.

While the isotropic part of the shear tensor describes
lation in the material, the shearing can be quantified by
amplitudeQ of its volume-conserving part.1 For the 2D ve-
locity fields that we observe at the front surface, both ins
and outside of the shear band, this scalar quantity is obta
by a simple expression in Eq.~3!. We calculate the shea
tensor from the short-time velocity field at a time resoluti
of T/10.

Q5
1

2 F S ]vx

]x
2

]vy

]y D 2

1S ]vx

]y
1

]vy

]x D 2G1/2

. ~3!

1Then-dimensional shear tensorn i j 5
1
2 (] in j1] in j ) can be repre-

sented as the sum of two terms,n i j 5(1/n)d i j nkk1„n i j

2(1/n)d i j nkk…, the first one describing the hydrostatic compressi
and the second describing the volume-conserving, or pure, s
deformations. The absolute valueQ of the second term equals th
square root of the sum of squares of its elements. In two dim
sions, it reduces to Eq.~3!.
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RESPONSE MODES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021305
FIG. 9. The depth profiles of the physical quantities used
characterize the motion on different time scales.~a! The depth pro-
file of the horizontal convection velocity,vx ~solid line! is shown in
units of 1/cycle. Its negative depth gradient,2]vx /]D ~dashed
line, on an arbitrary scale!, is also shown. The peak in the dep
gradient determines the characteristic depth for convectionDc . ~b!
The depth profile of the amplitude of the harmonic response,Ah

~solid line!, and its depth gradient,]Ah /]D ~dashed line, arbitrary
scale!, are shown. The peak in the depth gradient determines
characteristic depth for harmonic responseDh . ~c! The depth pro-
file of the phase lag of the harmonic responsefh is shown in
degrees of angle. It is offset so that the phase lag deep in the bu
zero.~d! The depth profile ofQ @Eq. ~3!, solid line# at the maximiz-
ing phase within the cycle is shown, in units of 1/cycle. The peak
the depth profile ofQ determines the characteristic depth for she
Ds . The noise floor of 0.017/cycle, determined from the profi
measured at lowG, has been subtracted. The dashed line shows
contribution to shear from the horizontal harmonic motion, as c
culated fromAh and fh . All the depth profiles were measured
0.2L away from the side wall, atf 533 Hz andG52.9.

FIG. 10. The dependence of the characteristic depthsDc , Dh ,
andDs on G. Note that, within the experimental accuracy, they
trace the same curve. The dashed line is a fit to the average of
valuesD* , linear up toG53, and constant thereafter. The ins
shows the values ofD* for three different frequencies, 25, 33, an
50 Hz. There is no observable frequency dependence. The da
line is the same as in the main figure, and is shown for referen
02130
Figure 8~d! shows a snapshot ofQ at c5108°, the phase
at which it is maximized. The bright band corresponding
the localized shear band is easily observed. Away from
boundary and below the period-doubling transition,Q pre-
serves the symmetry of the excitation: at any momentt, it
has the same values as at the momentt2T/2. We construct
the depth profile ofQ at the distance 0.2L away from the side
wall and at the maximizing phase, and show it in Fig. 9~d!
~solid line!. The depth at whichQ reaches the maximum
value Qmax determines the depth of the shear band, or,
characteristic depth for shearingDs . The G dependence of
Ds is shown in Fig. 10. Note that it has the same depende
as the characteristic depths for convection and harmonic
sponse, defined earlier.

The gradients in the amplitude and phase of harmo
motion give rise to a shearing contribution of the harmo
response. UsingAh and fh data and Eq.~3!, we calculate
this contribution and plot it in Fig. 9~d! ~dashed line! for the
same position and phase of oscillation at whichQ was mea-
sured. Surprisingly, within the resolution of our experime
it coincides with the directly measured shear valuesQ. Fig-
ure 12 plotsQmax at variousG vs the difference,DAh , of the
corresponding bulk and surface layer harmonic amplitud
for three different frequencies. Although there is significa
scatter in data taken at a particular frequency, overall lin
scaling ofQmax with DAh is present. The open symbols co
respond to the data taken aboveG54.5, at which value the
strong period-doubling contribution is first observed in t
depth profiles ofQ. ~While the period-doubling onset is we
below this value, for lower accelerations its contribution
negligible at the distance at which the depth profiles ofQ
were taken.! Above the period-doubling transition, the mat
rial does not have time to fully relax after each shearing,
is alternately sheared in the relaxed and a dilated state,
the shear band exhibits period doubling. In this case,Q was
calculated only in the cycle in which the material was r
laxed before the shearing.

E. Subharmonic responses

We have already described the period doubling at the s
tem boundary, as observed via the bifurcation in the g
lifetime tg ~Fig. 6!. However, this is just a signature of th
period doubling deeper inside the system: after accoun
for the harmonic and convective responses in the velo
fields, a period-doubling component remains aboveG53.5.
By fitting this remaining response to a harmonic at half t
excitation frequency, we obtained the amplitude and phas
the period doubling. Such an approach, though, decou
the horizontal and vertical components of motion, whose
lationship is essential for understanding the mechanism d
ing the period doubling.

Instead, we quantified the period doubling by defining t
period doubling vector field, as follows. Below the perio
doubling bifurcation, at the phase of oscillation of, e.
c50, a particle is found at the same~x,y! position in each
oscillation cycle~neglecting convection!. Above the bifurca-
tion, at the same phase of oscillationc, the particle alternates
between two different positions from one cycle to the ne
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FIG. 11. The time and height dependence of a particle’s coordinates on the container front, at a distance 0.2L away from the side wall,
for f 533 Hz andG54.5. ~a! The time and height dependence of thex ~horizontal! coordinate. The vertical axis denotes height above
container bottom. The horizontal axis denotes time in oscillation periodsT. The brightness of the image represents the value of thx
coordinate on a brightness scale, with bright corresponding to positive values~closer to the side wall!, and dark corresponding to negativ
values~further away from the side wall!. ~b! The time traces of a particle’sx coordinate are shown for three different heights above conta
bottom. The dashed horizontal lines mark these heights according to the vertical axis on~a!. They double as the mean value for the tim
traces. The horizontal scale represents time in oscillation periods, while the vertical measures displacement around the mean val~c! The
time and height dependence of a particle’sy ~vertical! coordinates, analogous to~a!. The arbitrary brightness scale is identical to the sc
used in~a!. ~d! The time traces of vertical displacements, analogous to~c!.
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The vector difference between these two positions we
the period-doubling vector. A representative period-doubl
vector field, calculated atc50, is shown in Fig. 8~e!. It is
largely horizontal, except near the surface, where it acqu
a vertical component. Note that this vector is defined w
respect to the phasec of the excitation, which is unique fo
the whole system.

The period doubling is strongest in the upper corners
the systems. In fact, at low (G'3.5) accelerations, it is com
pletely localized to these corners: by stirring the mate
with a stick, we were able to perturb the motion of the m
terial in one of the corners, changing the sign of the peri
doubling field, ~i.e., changing the order of alternating~x,y!
positions of a particle atc50!, without changing its sign a
the opposite wall. Thus, the period doubling is a loc
effect—not the response of the body as a whole.
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Comparing Figs. 8~d! and ~e! one can see that both a
inclined shear band and a pronounced period doubling
local features in the upper corner of the system. The cor
regions are zoomed in on in Fig. 13~a!, in which the arrows
represent the period doubling field, and the dashed line
position of the shear band. The period doubling field is p
dominantly horizontal below the shear band, and verti
above it. This is also true away from the corners.

We observed period quadrupling in the velocity fields
G.6, and also by measuring the duration of the gap,tg ~Fig.
6!, and by observing the shape of the gap using the hi
speed camera.

F. Surface layer

In the previous chapters, we defined the characteri
depths for convectionDc , harmonicDh , and shearing re-
5-8
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RESPONSE MODES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021305
sponseDs ~Fig. 9!. For all of these responses, one can d
tinguish a surface layer of different character from the b
of the material. At the longest time scales, oppositely c
vecting parts of the convection roll are separated at the c
acteristic depth for convectionDc . At intermediate time
scales, the surface layer shows a different fluidization pat
from the bulk, moving with a smaller amplitude and a no
constant phase. Finally, at the shortest time scales,Ds mea-
sures the depth of the localized shear band forming betw
the oppositely moving surface layer and bulk. The dep
dence of characteristic depthsDc , Dh , andDs on G is plot-
ted in Fig. 10. AboveG56, the data were too noisy to pro
cess using our image processing software. BelowG52, as
the convection profiles were not fully developed,Dc was not
well defined. TheDs data point atG50.5 was not measure
by fitting the response of the material to a harmonic functi
but represents the measured onset of fluidization.

Within experimental accuracy, all characteristic depths
sentially trace the same curve. Thus it is justified to defi
the characteristic depthD* as their mean value.D* grows
linearly from the fluidization onset atG50.5 up toG* 53, at
which value it levels off and remains constant at'16d. The
inset shows the measured values ofD* for three different
frequencies. Within the given experimental range~25–50
Hz!, no frequency dependence was observed.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Surface layer

In the observed responses, we find a well-defined sep
tion of the system into two layers of different character—
surface layer’s motion is decoupled from the motion of t
bulk of the material. This is true for convection, harmon
response, and shearing. The period-doubling vector
changes direction in the surface region~above the shea

FIG. 12. The maximum shear valuesQmax ~units of 1/cycle!
scale linearly with the difference between the bulk and surface
plitudes of horizontal harmonic motion,DAh . The three symbols
correspond tof 525 Hz ~diamonds!, 33 Hz ~squares!, and 50 Hz
~triangles!. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. The open sym
represent data taken aboveG54.5, at which values there is a con
tribution from period doubling.
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band!. The identical depths of the surface layers observed
different responses~Fig. 10! lead to the conclusion that
single surface layer is formed in the system, well defined a
maintained on all time scales, and justify the definition
D* as a measure of its depth. This surface layer is likely d
to the open boundary condition at the top of the container
it is separated from the bulk by the shear band, at depthD* .
It is through this surface layer that the fluidization of th
system is initiated. Although the bulk apparently moves w
a larger amplitude, it only passively tracks the motion of t
container.

A similar surface layer was previously observed by Te
nakoon, Kondic, and Behringer by observing yet another
sponse mode in a horizontally vibrated system: the late
convection@28#. The experiments agree in that the fluidiz
tion of the system is initiated at the top free surface, a
propagates into the bulk with increasingG. Another experi-
ment by Ristow, Straßburger, and Rehberg@30# also finds
fluidization initiated at the surface, and reports onset val
of G50.1 and G50.8. Also, Pouliquen, Nicolas, an
Weidman@33# achieve crystallization of glass spheres und
low-amplitude horizontal vibrations by continuously addin
small amounts of material at the surface: the body of
crystal remains undisturbed, while the surface particles
fluidized just enough to form additional crystal layers. Th
onset for crystallization atG50.5, corresponds to our fluidi
zation onset value of 0.5. Moreover, exploring acceleratio
up to G52 they observenl 50 – 6 fluidized particle layers
in approximate agreement with our]D* /]G56d.

B. Gap

We find that, just like the surface layer, the gap is a
related to all the system responses. For example, the
durationtg exhibits period doubling. Further,dg is equal to
the convective fluidization depth in the system~Fig. 5!, con-
sistent with convection being driven by the avalanching
the grains into the open gap@27,28#. But, dg is also equal to
the depth of fluidization due to the harmonic respon
Rather than being a result of the dilation and compressio
the material at the boundary, the gap is due to the phase
and decreasing amplitude of the fluidized material in the s
face layer. Belowdg , the material essentially tracks the m
tion of the container, moving as a solid body. As the const
amplitude and phase do not give rise to shear, and aG
,Gg there is no period doubling,dg is actually the total
fluidization depth of the system. The fact that bothdg and the
fluidization of the system have an onset atG50.5 is consis-
tent with this statement.

This should not be taken as implying that the sudden ju
in dg at Gg ~Fig. 4! is a signature of some dynamical trans
tion of the system to the fully fluidized state. The low
narrow extension of the gap visible in Fig. 3~c! is first ob-
servable only at values close toGg . At lower peak accelera-
tions only the wider, upper part of the gap can be resolv
The jump thus results from the specific gap shape, wh
itself is due to the properties of the amplitude and phase
the harmonic response.
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M. MEDVED PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021305
In addition, theG dependence of a number of physic
quantities in the system is coupled to theG dependence o
dg . For example, the depthD* of the surface layer grows
linearly up to the value ofG* 53, after which it levels off
and remains constant~Fig. 10!. Above G* there is also no
change inAh , as apparently the phase lag of the bulk and
growing gap width adjust accordingly. Interestingly, it is a
proximately at this value ofG that the gap reaches the botto
of the container, and thusdg remains constant, too~Fig. 4!.
Moreover, we find that once the gap has reached the bo
of the container, the convection pattern does not change
increasingG @13#.

C. Harmonic response: Relation on to shear

The depth of the shear bandDs coincides withDh , the
depth of the region of high amplitude decay~Fig. 10! This
points to high dissipation in the shear region—not surprisi
as one would expect increased friction or collisions the
The dense flow suggests that dissipation is caused by
creased rubbing between seeds. Further, although ther
small deviations at higherG due to period doubling and di
lation in the vertical direction, at small accelerations all
the shear can be accounted for by the gradients in harm
response. This means that there are no faster processes
tributing to shearing, even though in granular materia
shear is often likened to material failure. This result is furth
supported by the observation that forG,4.5 the maximum
shear valueQmax is proportional toDAh , the difference be-
tween the horizontal harmonic amplitude in bulk and surfa
layer ~Fig. 12!, and that shear, like the harmonic respon
preserves the symmetry of excitation. Thus, while, on o
hand, the energy dissipation in the shear band produces
monic amplitude decay and its observed depth profile, on
other, the specific shape of the harmonic response determ
the strength of the shearing.

D. Convective response: Relation to shear

While it is intuitively clear that shear may arise from gr
dients inAh or fh , the coincidence ofDc andDs , the depth
of shear band, is more puzzling. Naively, one might assu

FIG. 13. ~a! The arrows represent the period-doubling vec
field in the upper corner region of the system. The dashed
shows the position of the shear band in the same region. The pe
doubling motion is horizontal below the shear band and vert
above it.~b! The two-body model for motion in the upper corner
the system is shown schematically. The material below the s
band is constrained to horizontal, and the material above it to
tical motion. The shear band thus acts as an inclined plane, tr
forming horizontal into vertical motion. Gravity couples to vertic
motion, giving rise to period doubling.
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that convection results from material displacements due
shearing, but we find that shear action is equal and oppo
during first and second halves of the cycle. Still, it is possi
that convection is produced by small asymmetries in the l
ward and rightward shearing, brought about by difference
action of the closer or of the farther side wall, or simply b
material not relaxing fully between shearings, i.e., at h
enough driving.

The current literature, however, cites the avalanching
the material at the side walls as the driving mechanism
convection@13,28#. Avalanching does break the symmetry
motion by accumulating material in the gap during a part
each cycle, and hence can give rise to convection. But w
such a mechanism, there is no explanation of why the cro
over in convective motion, atDc , coincides withDs and
Dh . Can that model be reconciled with the present finding
Yes, by taking into account the differences inAh between the
surface layer and the bulk: as the bulk, with a largeAh , is
pushed away further by the walls, the surface layer, that
not moved as much, will disproportionately avalanche in
the gap.

Of course, the above discussion applies to the cas
which convection is conducted in two convection rolls~Fig.
7!. It is known, however, that the convection pattern is d
termined by the boundary conditions and container dim
sions, and that additional rolls can appear, which may h
the direction opposite to the direction of rolls observed
this experiment@13#. It is unclear whether, under such co
ditions, one would still observe coincidence ofDs andDc .

It is tempting to try to draw a parallel between the co
vection induced by vertical and by horizontal vibrations.
both cases, it is induced by asymmetries in the shearing
motion paralel to driving, due to the changing material pr
sure in one, and to avalanching in the other geome
@13,28#. But, there is a significant difference between the t
cases: while in vertically vibrated systems the shear is
cated at the boundary of the system and coincides with
maximum speed of convection@3,4#, in the present system
the shear band is induced deeper in the system and app
mately coincides with the stagnation point of convecti
~Fig. 9!. This may be due to the fact that the frictional forc
act at the boundary only, while the inertial forces a
throughout the volume of the system. But, it could also
due to the difference between interaction with a closed
an open boundary at which the material is free to expa
upon agitation. More research is needed in order to ans
this question precisely.

E. Period doubling: Relation to shear

Besides convection, another symmetry-breaking respo
arises in a horizontally vibrated granular material—t
period-doubling response. This response has been obse
and extensively studied in vertically excited granular syste
@37–41#. In these systems, it is well understood in terms
an inelastic bouncing ball model@37,40,42,43# which essen-
tially treats the granular system as a single body. Howe
the origin of period doubling in horizontally vibrated sy
tems is puzzling: the extension of the bouncing ball mode
the horizontal geometry fails to predict it@31#. The model
does predict period two orbits for certain geometrical con
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RESPONSE MODES IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021305
tions, but these orbits are realized by the body colliding w
each wall only every other cycle (tg[2T), while we ob-
serve period doubling behavior already fortg50.7T ~Fig. 6!.
In addition, such long trajectories are unphysical, as in
experiment the material contacts the wall in every oscillat
cycle, both before and after the period doubling bifurcati
Most importantly, while the inelastic bouncing-ball mod
describes the motion of the system as a whole, we find tha
horizontally excited systems, period doubling is localiz
and a signature of internal degrees of freedom@14#.

In order to explain the presence of the subharmonic
sponses, we model the motion in the upper corners of
system by using a simple two-body model@Fig. 13~b!#.
While the material in the bulk~below the shear band! is
forced to follow the container motion, and is thus confined
the horizontal direction, the material in the surface lay
~above the shear band! is free to move vertically. We observ
this experimentally by calculating the velocity field in th
region from the fast video data. The shear band in the cor
of the system thus acts as an inclined plane and transfo
the horizontal motion of the material into vertical motio
Gravity couples to this vertical motion in much the sam
way it does in the vertical excitation case, which provides
symmetry breaking necessary for driving the period doubl
and, at largerG, period quadrupling. This response is fe
back to the material constrained to horizontal motion via
interaction at the inclined shear band. The fact that
period-doubling field is horizontal below the shear band, a
vertical above it@Fig. 13~a!# supports this model. The fac
that we observe no hysteresis, and a very weak freque
dependence ofG8, further strengthens the parallel betwe
the proposed model and the vertically excited case@28#.

In addition, the localization of the period-doubling r
sponse to upper corners of the system explains the di
ences in measured onset values ofG: 3.7 attg bifurcation,
but as much as 4.5 when observed in the depth profile
velocity fields. As the period doubling field decays rapid
away from the corners, it takes much higherG values for it to
become detectable at greater distance. In fact, per
doubling fields calculated very close to the top corners sh
period doubling already atG53.5.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This experiment has studied the responses of a gran
system across two orders of magnitude in relevant t
scales. We observe and describe the harmonic, subharm
and convective response, and also the shearing and the
opening at the side walls. The specific boundary conditio
which include a shearing surface orthogonal to the direc
of gravity, give rise to a surface layer on all time scales.
od
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This surface layer is well defined and maintained acr
all observed time scales, and it relates the shearing of
material to all other observed responses in the system.
coupling between shear and harmonic response is bidi
tional on the one hand, the rubbing of the grains in the sh
band leads to energy dissipation and amplitude decay. On
other, the gradients in amplitude and phase of horizontal
monic motion give rise to shearing in the material. Notab
all of the shear in the system can be accounted for by
harmonic response—there are no faster processes contr
ing to it. Further, the surprising coincidence of characteris
depths for shearing and harmonic response, and for con
tion leads to a refinement of the current model for convect
in horizontally vibrated systems. Finally, the period doubli
was found to be a signature of the internal degrees of fr
dom, rather than a single-body response. It can be un
stood through a two-body model in which the shear ba
acts as an inclined plane in the upper corners of the sys
transforming horizontal into vertical motion.

Like the surface layer, the gap is also related to all
sponses in the system: it is shaped by the harmonic respo
it exhibits period doubling and quadrupling, and it drives t
convection via avalanching. The depth of the gap cor
sponds to the total fluidization depth in the system and
addition, a variety of physical quantities describing the s
tem responses, as well as the convection pattern, do
change with increasingG after the gap has reached the fu
depth of the system.

As the motion of the bulk and the surface layer are d
coupled for all responses, there are always internal deg
of freedom excited, which is unlike the case for vertica
vibrated systems. In fact, all the observed responses
arise through essentially new mechanisms. This can als
partly ascribed to the restored symmetry of excitation,
under vertical vibration, gravitational symmetry breaking
responsible for much of the system response.

In conclusion, looking at the responses over a wide ra
of time scales revealed many important relationships
tween the observed responses. These results present an
tional challenge for the theoretical understanding of granu
materials: not only a description of particular responses
needed, but also an explanation of how and why they
interrelated.
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